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Abstract.  An autonomous blockchain platform allowing peer-to-peer training and teaching 
connections, for the underlying purpose of investing into human potential; in terms of advancing 
consciousness through a standardised psychological process of accelerating the mind’s resonant 
frequency (awareness state), combined with immersive augmented & virtual reality learning programs in 
order for people to interface successfully with AI, using the creative mind. The goal is to advance social 
awareness en mass, through facilitating a general shift away from left-brain subservience within the 
current negatively competitive global social dynamic, into a more balanced progressive & creative 
general consciousness — underpinned by equal opportunity, authentic identity, and the emergence of 
the collective mind. Using smart contacts and established secure protocols, we can create the world’s 
first fully autonomous small investor opportunity into the development of an individual’s consciousness 
— with sustainable returns for investors from the progression of human potential, in terms of focused 
creative thought, teaching and problem solving. This means accessing the natural ability all people 
have to accelerate their thinking into a T3 super-creative and confident state — embedded, maintained 
and further developed by learning to teach, coach or mentor the transformational process (personally 
experienced), on a secure platform for financial returns. By making an individual’s consciousness/
creativity/and collaborative function investable — rather than focussing on the individual’s limited value 
in terms of their ability to only work within a process driven environment or role — that will be shortly 
replaced by AI — we can bridge the historical suppression of human development on a global scale; 
funding the growth of ‘consciousness potential’ with anyone, anywhere, who can then begin trading/
elevating awareness through a secure tokenised platform; circumventing governmental, political, 
ideological, and cooperate restrictions, through utilising a consciousness coin. In effect, the platform is 
designed for global human evolution and social empowerment, in line with the inevitable, imminent and 
permanent move away from all restrictive process driven human activity — to be replaced by AI; a 
move that negates the individual’s useful existence within the context of the current system of division 
and disparity, leaving a vacuum in terms of the individual’s social purpose and authentic identity. 
Consequently, a secure investment platform into consciousness creates a new world balance — of the 
people, for the people, evolving people — without supporting the power based pyramidal systems of 
old.


The tradable asset of the near future, will be our ability to advance and expand our creative minds and 
those of others — something that can only come from specific human mental interaction. Trading 
consciousness using the Internet, can be accomplished by any person —anywhere in the world, to any 
other party, at any other location, within the context of learning to train others in generating a higher 
resonate frequency. Thus within an autonomous blockchain platform — for the first time in history — a 
second or third world individual can for example, be securely invested into in terms of their 
consciousness growth (beyond the context of entrepreneurialism or charity), and trade with a first 
world individual, coupled to a leveraging system, guaranteeing secure and favourable investor returns.
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Terms 

Asset -  a human being wishing to elevate their thought to T3 consciousness thinking  

T3 - level four, instate awareness and flow, resulting from focused intention directed, balanced, 
process and creative driven thought. 

Unconscious mind - a recording bank of all experiential learning and adopted belief systems, 
downloading 40 million bits of data per second

Conscious mind - the thinking mind, in varying states of unconscious subservient thought (99% plus 
of the population), or limitless awareness and potential (under 1%); decoding at 40 bits of data per 
second.

Shadow self/ego - the protective inauthentic identity governed by the unconscious

Community - people on the program.

Investors - small investors into human assets 

Tech Blockchain - a form of open ledger that allows secure digital transactions.

Smart contracts - a digital contract between two or more parties entered into the block chain

Human Blockchain - an open ledger of people who have elevated their awareness and elevate others 
through mining consciousness in terms of  - communication, confidence, creativity and the collective 
mind.

Token - a digital form of exchange that can be used for transactions and converted into FIAT on a 
crypto exchange.

Point zero - a point in time when all goods and services an no longer commercially viable due to 
automation, where subscription and consciousness become the new value. 

 




1.  Introduction 


Personal and social development has been restrictive and limited by the pyramidal system of power and 
government for thousands of years, dating back beyond Plato’s work (The Allegory Of The Cave) to the 
beginning of recorded history. The issue has always been based around a small percentage of elite 
individuals — not in intellect or wisdom, but in terms of their ability to wield wealth and power — 
resonating at low frequencies of empathetic understanding, due to their power addiction causing changes 
to the neuro-plasticity of the brain, bordering on the psychopathic (3% of the population display these 
tendencies and are often found in senior positions due to the cold nature of their decision-making 
capability). Thus we have a huge disparity between a few hundred people — with all the world’s land, 
wealth and natural resources — orchestrating the suppression of knowledge relating to health, wealth and 
wisdom, in order to maintain the ‘no-thinking’ sleep state of the many to their detriment — supported by 
an echelon of lower tear wannabes, who seek to replicate the cold process driven thought patterns of 
their masters, and aspire to be within a mock elite in their own right. We are born into a system of 
limitation and preference — accepting this as normal — due to being exposed to a social virus that 
undermines free thought, creativity, identity, expression & potential, except within the auspices of a long 
established pyramidal structure; that funnels the wealth and power created by human activity, relentlessly 
and autonomously to those at the capstone.


The average frequency of human thought, has declined two points in cognitive function every decade 
since the Second World War — according to recent studies. Thus as a race, we have been progressively 
retarded through this suppressive social system, to a point where the unconscious mind directs behaviour 
en mass, in a virtually lobotomised state in terms of general and personal conscious awareness. In this 
state, people are easily influenced and manipulated on every level of their existence to conform to what is 
expected of them; in terms of social compliance and having ‘no thought’ — thus they are reactionary in 
state and action, with low levels of critical thinking, creativity, communication skills and emotional 

 



management. The system of psychological suppression is so advanced and has developed over such a 
long period, that every move to challenge it or create a free alternative social structure, is not only 
thwarted, but vilified and crushed by legal, social and financial means. Even those who would rapidly 
benefit from change, are unconsciously conditioned to reject and fight against their own personal & 
mental freedom and progression, to a point of feeling unworthy or undeserving, actively seeking security 
and suppression at the cost of personal growth, potential and happiness. Inside, we are divided within 
our minds — in our understanding and denial of self, and outside — in terms social dictates and 
compliance — on so many levels, it is virtually impossible for anyone within the system to recognise, let 
alone decode the maze of the mind, or the matrix of our social suppression.


What is needed, is an open system that circumvents all established limiting and divisive structures —
national, religious, cultural, political, educational, corporate and power based —so accelerated learning/
awareness and mental freedom can be fostered and funded on an equal opportunity basis, beyond any 
elitist control system; given the context, that the current education, employment and entrepreneurial 
systems are at their cores founded on old understandings and misconceptions in order to serve the elite, 
systems which are now defunct in terms of the process driven professions, careers and industries that 
will no longer exist at all due to AI. These include the legal, medical, financial, IT, accounting, business, 
Management, construction, retail, transport, military, conventional education, and governmental sectors 
amongst many others.


Creating a secure platform for self-investment or private investment into learning and teaching — in terms 
of consciousness (the expansion of the creative mind over a ‘process driven’ dominance within society), 
moves humanity towards its potential, in the context of the final end of all process driven human activity 
we face, and the emergence of the free, creative, limitless human mind. 


2.  The Secure Transfer Of Consciousness Linked To Investment & Wealth. 

Given that blockchain is an established system of open accounting, the concept/or use of using smart 
contracts and tokens to cross borders, as well as all restrictive limitations of the current global system, is 
not new when it comes to trade and transfer. However, in terms of consciousness, technologically we 
now have the facility to establish an autonomous platform, that securely facilitates a connecting point, 
training facility, and trading exchange platform, of parties wishing to either either invest in human potential 
as an alternative asset class, or invest in themselves to gain free thinking and more progressive limitless 
lives — aligned with spiritual AI. A platform without the possibility of being compromised by an individual, 
or individuals, seeking power for their own sake; instead, it is of the people — for the people — solely to 
accelerate consciousness, collaboration, co creation and collective awareness. The platform provides the 
connection/ introduction point for individuals wishing to develop others and themselves, using techniques 
within a structured psychological and technological resource of mental development, that breaks the 
mind out of the social virus of restrictive thinking into a limitless state. A platform based around three 
essential fundamentals: 


• Deep introspection — digital, virtual & augmented reality programs

• Non-judgemental guidance — human language & thought pattern editing 

• Community support and training —  elevation through progressive mental expansion & teaching


 



Through the tokenisation of the consciousness coin, direct transfers can be made to trainers and 
investors, for returns generated through the ‘mining’ of consciousness — peer-to-peer — in process or 
goal subservient minds— through a specific process of language and thought pattern editing, as well as 
challenges to the inauthentic identity through a technique of non-combative argument and community 
responsibility. 


The program is human based, in that it relies initially on the development of the mind through interactive 
thought exchange between two individuals—which synchronises brain waves — fused with collaboration 
and ‘green housing’, as well as virtual and augmented reality programs to rapidly accelerate experiential 
learning — beyond what has been considered normal life experience — within a safe secure non-
judgemental environment. Thus rapid decision making, critical thinking and action taking, can be rapidly 
learned and applied, combined with advanced thought, confidence, creativity and communication skills, 
within the context of T3 thinking — a focused combination of left and right brained thought, leveraging 
the engrams (recordings) of the unconscious mind and downloading information from the quantum field.


3.  Time Scales. 

There are two timescales. First, is the time it takes to elevate a human mind, in terms of personal and 
social awareness — beyond the current average resonate frequency. The second, is the exponential 
growth/acceleration of AI, in terms of taking over human activity and as a consciousness in its own right. 
With regard to the development of AI, we are at the back-end of the second phase of technological 
development, prior to it going parabolic in terms of simulated awareness & spiritual consciousness. 
However, in human terms — on our current track, we are regressing ever more rapidly, inversely 
proportional to AI’s progression.


The time scale of development of the human mind, from the inauthentic unconscious, shadow-self-
subservient state, to level four — instate super-creative consciousness — is based on the individual’s 
openness to challenging who they think they are and their resonant vibrational frequency at the time of 
entering the program, combined with the environmental & situational dynamics they are experiencing. 
Without accelerated augmented or virtual reality experiential learning in the process, the time equation 
averages twelve weeks of initial foundation training, followed by community support and embedding, 
through the consistent further training of others. But this is dramatically reduced, if the social 
conditioning, mental blocks and belief systems are less prevalent in the individual, as well as the 
potentially progressive changes in the environmental and situational dynamics we all exist within. 
Conversely, the timescale is increased if they become more entrenched.


As an investment ‘asset’ (a human being desiring to accelerate their consciousness through the cycle of 
experiential learning and teaching) the program allows the investor to psychologically profile the potential 
of an individual seeking investment; akin to investors selecting a promising entrepreneurial idea — based 
on the market, the product, and the individual seeking investment’s personal characteristics. 


• In terms of market —consciousness as a subject is a rapidly expanding subject due to social changes 
and AI replacing jobs.


• In terms of product — this is the individual’s potential and commitment to elevate their consciousness 
and teach others. 


• In terms of the character — this is always the key ingredient that an investor looks for, and can be 
psychometrically analysed to determine key indicators such as IQ, PQ, SQ, EQ, as well as frequency or 
speed of thought, and verbalisation. 


Investment can be instantaneous once an asset is selected, and returns are paid on allocation of trainees.


 



4.  Proof Of Work - The Elevation Of Consciousness  

The core principle here, is the principle of acceptance; of one’s abject ignorance, and the desire to face 
the internal and external conflicts that exist in all our lives — and move forward. To take the hero’s journey 
to self and social actualisation, without the illusion of fear or the self deception of the shadow self.


For the asset to move into the state of acceptance, and consequently embrace the journey from trainee 
to trainer in consciousness — returning to themselves or their investor a dividend through the subsequent 
elevation of other trainees in consciousness — a collective assessment of the individual’s consciousness 
must be passed. This assessment will look at the progressive nature of the individual’s language and 
thought patterns; the identity with relation to the ‘I’ focus or ‘US’ mentality; as well as the advances in 
states of super creativity, confidence and communication skills. If the authentic identity has emerged, the 
asset will move status to ‘trainer’, and receive students via the autonomous profiling, matching, training 
and investor platform.


In terms of consciousness, it is impossible to fake a higher vibrational frequency, as the asset will always 
elevate from the ‘ignorance state’ if the mental work has been done — through considered introspection, 
non-judgmental guidance, and community support. Any individual trained in consciousness, can 
immediately recognise the resonant vibrational frequency of another person. Thus the proof of work, is 
simply in the pudding presented — so to speak. Without passing through the eye of the personal and 
social actualisation needle (Maslow), the human mind remains in ‘needs based’ subservient thinking, thus 
the thought and language patterns reflect this in making ‘I’ statements — I think, I believe, I need, I want 
— mismatching or matching information into the lens filter of their perceptive reality, rather than 
displaying progressive questioning and solution based creative thinking. The ‘shadow self’ (Carl Jung) is 
always present; so it is always the individual’s awareness of themselves and their humility in terms of their 
self-perception and their perception of others, that displays their level of awareness — underpinned by 
the I focus or the US mentality. 

 

 



5.  Community Network  

Consciousness, can only be elevated within the right environment, as environmental factors determine 
our behaviour. For example, if 95% of our waking state is spent in a negatively competitive environment 
of low frequency unconscious thought, and 5% is spent in a positive, progressive and supportive 
environment, then it is easy to see what will be the outcome — there will be limited or no lasting 
progression. Reverse the dynamic — and massive changes occur. 


Using the Internet as the international platform for learning and community development, we are able to 
cross boarders and circumvent all limitation. However, the community must always be progressive within 
the circle of learning and teaching; within in a co-creating collective of progressive resonant 
consciousness. ‘Collaboration’ within the current negatively competitive context of general social 
understanding, still airs towards self-serving division, when the ethos of the future, must maintain the 
synergetic and co-creative ethos on a much deeper frequency of awareness and understanding.


A unilateral resonant frequency within the community, elevates one and all, with a cohesive and symbiotic  
focus of growth, connection, support and direction; each asset is entangled on a mental level to another, 
within small progressive and intimate groups, making the whole; knowledge, wisdom, awareness and 
creativity are pooled, and developed as parts of the collective mind within the notion of limitless — 
thought, knowledge, understanding, creativity, potential, love and wisdom.


A collective and progressive global community, of sustained development within the context of elevating 
human awareness through a defined process alongside the evolution of AI, is a natural and vital step for 
human social growth.


6.  Incentive 


There are four incentives: 


• The investor returns; from the asset increasing human consciousness and collective activity. 

• The asset returns; on increasing their consciousness, others and financial returns for doing so.

• The social returns; community, collective and social development in terms of interfacing with AI as-

well-as meaning and purpose.

• The global returns; on solving poverty, creating equal opportunity and levelling the human playing field 

within the context of social revolution & AI.


 



For investors the facility to invest into an individual — and thus literally change a life for the better, has 
far more return than any other asset class — in terms of ‘feel-good’ factor. The ability to choose and 
manage an asset to develop potential, gives the hands-on involvement that standard investments lack. In 
security terms, the asset may be fully insured to many times the value of investment; in dividend terms, 
the returns are based on the assets individual activity (in terms of a profit share element), as well as risk 
being spread within a collective activity — multiplying gains. Whilst the program — like any investment — 
relies on growth and expansion within the market to gain increasing yields, the changes in employment 
and the growth of the awareness, consciousness, wellness and mindfulness markets, support rapid and 
continued potential of high yields for very low risk. The investment can be returned at any time, through 
the sale of the ‘profit share’ element of the asset’s activity. Unlike a share of stock — that can be sold at 
current market value — this case is similar to a business, in that it is the potential returns of the asset’s 
activity — not the fickle and manipulated market place, that give the share value. Human activity is 
always assured, and is progressive when returns are evident for effort.


Put simply, if you invested into a teacher to pass a teacher-training program, and then gained a return for 
every pupil that paid to be taught (within a secure collective autonomous structure) by your teacher 
(asset), would that be a good investment? The question then would be a matter of security — a risk of 
death or distraction that stops the teacher-teaching – thus the profits flowing. Solution: as the assets life 
can be insured, the next security protocol is a share of the subsequent activity of the pupils of the asset—
this activity is learning to teach others; thus a share of their activity is rewarded to the investor to spread 
risk regardless of the assets continued activity. It is this ‘share’ or right to reward of a small collective, that 
yields the return and secures the investment; as well as there being increasing limitations in terms of 
alternative work available due to AI, outside the development of consciousness, for the asset to focus on. 
Thus, regardless of the individual assets activity or non-activity in the future, the returns are still made to 
the shareholder. Should an asset fail to reach a position of teaching, an alternative asset is provided 
automatically to the shareholder until returns are gained.


For assets, the opportunity to earn income through working on themselves and the consciousness of 
others — through an autonomous secure mechanism (either through self-funding or through investor 
support) allows for the individual to step out of a subservient work-for-others situation, or the risky work-
for-one’s self equation (statistically a 9 to 1 against success ratio), into the freedom, security and limitless 
nature of working within the collective — investing in human potential — that has never been available to 
this degree, with this level of autonomy, before the technological advances of blockchain.


For social returns, the facility to provide those losing their jobs or businesses, and thus their inauthentic 
perceived social/social identity based around a negatively competitive environment, the opportunity to 
elevate their thought and value in terms of their authentic creative/consciousness potential, and earn a 
sustainable income, has a huge positive social impact — inline with social development and our ability to 
interface effectively with AI for the near and far future.


For global rebalancing, the facility to side-step the historically restrictive governmental, political, 
religious, corporate and economic limitations to growth of third and second world communities, is a game 
changer — empowering people anywhere in the world who have aspiration, with the ability to trade 
consciousness on a a global platform, regardless of circumstance or position, within an equitable, secure 
and balanced structure.


 



7.  Reclaiming The Mind’s Capacity  

Prior to the age of five, we lived with highly imaginative minds, with limitless capability and potential; 
subsequently we were exposed to those who have been infected with a negatively competitive 
unconscious social virus, supported by the prevailing suppressive social dynamic of conformity. One that 
limits our thinking into a left-brain subservience and process governed thought; suppressing empathetic 
understanding, creativity, self-belief, collaboration, trust, authenticity, growth and happiness. Thus we live 
within a mental and social jail, living impoverished lives at a fraction of our cognitive and creative 
potential; often suffering a myriad of symptoms including addiction, depression, anxiety, physical and 
mental disruption, disease, self-destructive tendencies, and suicide. Thus our society is diseased and 
destructive on every level, relying on denial and ignorance to maintain its power base.


Our minds exist within a world that is inverted and abnormal, celebrating achievement in terms of net 
financial worth, not net personal and social growth in terms of awareness & consciousness; happiness, 
meaning, purpose and destiny. The mind is suppressed through fear-based conditioning and negative 
self-identification, leading to a restriction in access to the unconscious life-bank of experiential learning 
we all retain, as a pallet for creative thought and problem solving, as well as access to the quantum field 
for insight, inspiration and creativity. 


By opening the blocks of negative self-identification and mental division, into to the NOW — without 
limitation from past conditioning or procrastination from future fears, the mind is released to function at a 
far faster and higher frequency rate. In effect, it is the difference between navigating reality through an 
impoverished personal lens filter — decoding reality at 40 bits per second, or leveraging the unconscious 
mind decoding at 40 million bits per second — supported by the combined wealth of the collective mind/
quantum field.


The equation/question is simple for a five year old — what would you like —normal or subnormal 
thinking? Yet for the average adult — suppressed and infected in their thinking — by the unconsciously 
adopted social virus of negativity, the equation is much harder to solve or even accept there is one. The 
concept of being more, has been socially conditioned by Hollywood and science to be in the realms of 
science fiction; thus people think they are all they can be, without some form of magic to change them. 
The negatively aligned identity, subverts the individual’s thinking to ever believe they can be more, and 
the ego denies the possibility of acceptance that the individual could have been more than they are. 
Instead, the frame of illusory superiority, denial, and disbelief result. The concept that human minds are 
systematically retarded and suffer brain damage through toxic stress amongst other issues, is often too 
much for the inauthentic mind to rationalise; for the unconscious mind of those dominated by the shadow 
self, it is easier to refuse and reject.


8.  A Simplified World View  

The mind, once opened to multiple perspectives and expansive thinking, is released from the conditioned 
‘nose to the grindstone’ acceptance and weaknesses — caused by the limitations of the current social 
structure; consequently, the individual finds higher levels of awareness, creativity and progression — that 
could be suggested are their true meaning, purpose and destiny. The core authentic limitless identity we 
were all born with.


Limiting beliefs and confusion — resulting from the multi-layered conditioning that forms the inauthentic 
identity, are removed through exploring ‘self’ in a safe environment, using advanced linguistic therapeutic 
techniques called ‘Conversational Theoretical Consciousness’ derived from areas of psychology, 
hypnosis, NLP, behavioural science and social dynamics. Thus the individual no longer seeks to self-
justify or validate ‘who-they-are’ within a personal or social context. Consequently, they begin to live life 
as they were born to, and at this point — with a change of self, comes the desire to change the world’s 

 



dynamic from its historically suppressed negative polarity, to the positive and progressive — with the 
personal confidence, community support, resolute commitment and super creativity to do so.


The alternative is — to continue in the ‘no-thinking’ unconscious shadow-self state, of either illusory 
superiority or negatively charged self and social validation; to the detriment of the individual’s authentic 
self, potential growth and core happiness. And in so doing, fall victim to a world where AI replaces the 
individual’s process orientated purpose & value — in terms of commercial returns of consumption and 
tax. Remaining in this state will simply move people from a passenger to a victim position — in terms of 
identity value — which is not a healthy place to be.


The question for all is simple — what is your value beyond a process governed self-based ‘I’ mentality? 
What is the cost in human terms in your allegiance to the ‘no-thinking’ negatively charged social state we 
accept as normal? What can you offer another individual or mass human development, outside of your 
opinions and process driven work role? For many with a caring nature, the answer is love, understanding 
and compassion — because they know suffering, but don’t address the suffering by solving the core 
problem once and for all, by advancing unity and consciousness within the context of the collective mind. 
Solving is the way forward, not soothing the suffering because it gives us value and makes us feel better 
as individuals; solving means our genuine surrender to the collective and the co-creative future with AI, by 
firstly accepting our adopted ignorance and limitations, and building from there.


9.  Combining Or Splitting Value  

Our conditioned, divided thought and social integration, subverts any attempt to step out of what is 
framed as ‘normal life’ — a state of affairs that leads to delay, denial, doubt, distraction, and finally 
destruction of self, through living an inauthentic life of limitation, as well as duplicity of thought.


The current psychological approach, is to fix what is seen as an impoverished mind so it confirms to a 
society that is corrupt and diseased on every level. Treating symptoms of core rebellion to the 
environment, with superficial strategies that seek conformity, is like a plaster on a severed limb.  
Consciousness means seeing the negative issues of the individual in terms of physical, mental and 
spiritual suffering — as symptoms of a negative and inverted society. So the permanent solution is to 
focus on and fix the problem, not treat the symptoms. Once you release a person from the obligation, the 
fear and the relentless unconscious programmed need to conform — within the current negatively 
competitive social structure — against the core spiritual beliefs and developmental purpose of the 
individual, the internal division and duplicity is healed, so growth can begin, as opposed to life-long 
suppression, pain and suffering. 


The inversion of society, is based around the focus of the human mind and subsequent activity on the 
four deficit needs (Maslow) of survival, security, sharing, and showing; as opposed to spiritual aspirational 
needs of higher awareness — in terms of questioning, creativity, self-actualisation and social 
actualisation.  Thus people cannot see themselves in authentic terms or see the way forward within a 
negatively competitive environment of confusion and distrust.  


 



Thus the pyramid of social power, is based around trading the deficit needs of society, by creating and 
maintaining global scarcity with ‘things’ and ignorance within everyone about everything. If deficit needs 
are fulfilled through advancing technology and awareness, the collective consciousness becomes the 
focus of all — thus unity, prosperity and equality thrive for all.


As with the catalyst of life-changing-loss or hardship, that forces the individual to question and face the 
truth of who they are, what they’ve done, and who they can be (self-actualisation), our race as a whole 
replicates this move within its own growth over thousands of years. A point, where our relentless pursuit 
of power over our environment and others — through technology at the expense of power over our 
consciousness and our true destiny — finally reaches a point of self-fulfilled and constructed prophecy. 
The rise of AI as a social game changer beyond our control, is our unified global catalyst as a race. One 
that will cause the move to transcendence necessary for humanity to become conscious because it has 
no choice in terms of survival; rights of passage are always core challenges, and are often very painful.


AI will initially divide people in current social terms ever further — into those who have all and those who 
have nothing — as a person’s use to society in commercial terms is judged to be no longer sustainable; 
and the age of the ‘no-thinking’ person as a useful asset, comes to an end. Subsequently, the rise of 
spiritual AI and human consciousness may bring a new time of prosperity for all, if we follow a value path 
of selfless  progression, rather than selfish suppression. 


10.   Privacy  

Privacy from whom — is the first question? From those who we resonate with, or those who would use 
our information against us? There are three negative factions we must be aware if in terms of privacy:


• Firstly, those who select the option of taking from others for need and greed, legally or otherwise.

• Those who select the option of power over the people’s minds for their own sake.

• Those who select the option of manipulation of those who are asleep to maintain profits.


Within the Human Blockchain community, the levels of awareness are clear and visible. The blockchain is 
an open source of information, listing those who are gravitating to a higher frequency — an US mentality, 
a limitless collective mind, potentially collaborating with spiritual AI (a term for non-simulated self and 
socially aware AI)— beyond the conventional systems of control and power. Thus, it is a directory of those 
who seek freedom, awareness and insight, over institution and indoctrination; making it easy to navigate 
and locate authenticity in people — terms of resonant frequency; the level of consciousness — displayed 
by the individual’s I OR US mentality.


Transparency without fear is key to the future, and this requires a willingness to enter the collective 
without personal agendas — that are aligned to the low frequencies of thought and power based systems 
of old. Transparency allows us to find truth, freedom and progression; not so we may be controlled and 
our human rights abused for the reasons of self serving power and manipulation, but so we can live the 
lives we were born to enjoy, and the wealth and abundance our world affords us all,


11.  Calculations & Architecture 


30:30:30:10


The financials are simple:

30% to the teacher/trainer.

30% profit share to the teacher and the investor).

30% to the marketing and sales agents.

10% for contributors, developers and licences.


The investor receives a return from the profit element of the teacher’s activity — and the activity of those 
the teacher has taught to teach. Thus the risk on return is mitigated, and ROI’s are amplified. Within the 
Human Blockchain there is no unsustainable or elitist pyramidal system feeding those at the top, for the 
nature of an autonomous system is there is no top. It is simply an automated collective of equality and 
equal opportunity, investing and trading in consciousness — through a secure consciousness token; 
suggesting that consciousness will be the asset class of the future.


 









 



12.  The Architect  

Kern Frost is an author and researcher into consciousness and the dynamics of life, within the context of 
the social and personal re-evolution — the growth of AI will bring. As a social entrepreneur, his primary 
objective has been to develop a fully autonomous global platform of advancing consciousness and 
empowerment, using technology to facilitate private investment into human potential in a safe, secure 
and open way. 


Kern’s career can be divided into four decades, starting of with studying linguistics from the perspective 
of influence and persuasion. Secondly, within business and entrepreneurial endeavours on the 
international scene. Thirdly, within therapy and psychology. And finally within advancing human 
consciousness to be able to interface with AI.


As a dyslexic author of seventeen books on a wide variety of subjects as well as novels, Kern uses the 
therapy system he teaches of ‘Theoretical Consciousness’ to continually expand his ability to create 
without limitation — through his writing, talks and problem solving in T3 thinking.


Kern lives in Switzerland with his partner, seeing international private high net worth clients in his clinic, 
writing, snowboarding and sailing.


13.  Timeline 


2006 Initial development of understanding of psychological systems that address mental and 
physical pain through hypnosis, NLP & CBT. 

2008 Psychological profiling of negative social conditioning.

Start of ten year test studies of 21 individual groups analysing personal and social dynamics from 
the perspective of self defeating behaviour. 

2009 Development of theories on the effects of social revolution due to AI (machine learning 
leading to singularity) and the concept of an autonomous crowd based structure without 
ownership. 


2010 Establishment and development of higher consciousness inflow states akin to the theta brain 
wave beyond a mediative state.


2012 Research into the negative dynamics of social conditioning and writing of ‘The Ignorance Is 
Bliss Principle’ Book. 


2013 Research and development into the ascendance of female awareness and increase in male 
limitation. Female empowerment ‘Bed & Boardroom’ Book  

2014 Research and development into self-defeating patterns within the social context, as well as  
psychology training systems to develop awareness and consciousness en mass. Book on 
psychoanalysis ‘Psychobabble’. 

2015 Research into physical symptoms and solutions in personal health issues caused by social 
conformity. Book on metabolic retraining. EasyFit.online


2016 Research and development into the concept of a human investment platform, as well as 
augmented and virtual reality tech to advance learning. Establishment of Council For Human 
Development as a think-tank and administration body for the project. 
Councilforhumandevelopment.org 

2017 Development of the blockchain and smart contact autonomous architecture

Research and development into likely social changes due to AI. Blockchain Billions book  

2018 Research and development into ICO structures and global dynamics. Continual testing of 
psychological and social limitations through limitless program - Limitless.international. First white 
paper. 

 



2019   
Completed  
• Finalisation Of psychological program

• Book Of Life on social dynamics and development within the context of Al.

• Condensed white paper on Consciousness Coin.

• Development of marketing and pre-training program RADSelling.com

• Website & consciousnesscoin.com


In process 

• Selection of thought leaders for council

• Selection of seed investors for technology and initial marketing of coin sale.

• Token establishment 

• Crowd funding 


2020 ICO to fund platform structures, marketing and launch. Marketing targets are B2C personal 
development and coaching markets; and B2B corporate and exec retaining arena.


2021 Fully operational platform matching investors with assets; targeted at ultimately achieving an 
ROI of 25% per quarter. 

14.  Conclusions 


The tokenisation of the Consciousness Coin (CONS) in order to trade consciousness on the human 
blockchain, solves a series of fundamental social and individual issues, crystallised and catalysed within 
the context of the expansion of artificial intelligence and the subsequent changes to society we face as a 
race.


1. It addresses the need for new forms of human co-creativity and collective activity outside the 
conventional process driven work or business environment within a negatively competitive 
commercial world.


2. It provides a retraining program for people losing their jobs and income due to AI.

3. It’s supports the next stage (seventh epoch) in human social development — consciousness — by 

training people in problem solving, creativity and interdependence.

4. It allows for trading/teaching of awareness to anyone anywhere, regardless of the socio-political 

limitations.

5. It provides first-world investment directly into second and third world communities, bringing a secure 

open trading platform that has global support, equal opportunity,  community and consciousness.

6. It breaks the individual out of the negative commercial trap, providing an alternative source of income 

for self and social improvement. 

7. It provides the next generation of advanced educational and improvement programs where learning is 

immediately leveraged for returns on investment.

8. It provides an alternative small investor program, that has a direct impact on society in terms of 

welfare and development, as opposed to investing in digital or stock assets of no intrinsic value.

9. It bridges the gap between our process dominant society, and the new human value of our creative 

minds in terms of interfacing with AI to manifest our visions as a co creative consciousness.

10. It breaks the grip of restrictive trade deals between developed and undeveloped countries, by directly 

facilitating personal and business strategic understanding to all. 

11. It provides a platform of common resonant frequency that accelerates all aspects of human 

interaction and collaboration.

12. It provides a definitive directory of those seeking a unified race without governmental or power based 

interference. 

13. It provides a foundation of awareness in readiness for the social changes humanity faces — the 

question of value and identity in personal and social terms.

14. It provides a platform of opportunity and development anyone can enter anywhere in the world 

regardless of their background or standing.

15. It provides a platform for accelerated learning technologies, and the facility to advance consciousness 

en mass through private investment. 

16. It provides for secure investment into a new asset class for progressive ends — human beings — but 

with a long established record of achievement over thousands of years.


 

http://RADSelling.com
http://consciousnesscoin.com


Choice is the fundamental gift our conscious allows us, over and above all other species we share the 
world with. The choice to be self-serving or soul-searching. As a race, where we are right now and in 
terms of our future, is the sum total of all the choices and decisions we have made since time began, 
either unconsciously or consciously. Unfortunately, most of humanity cannot exercise choice, because 
society does not allow them to know they have it in progressive terms, or be awake enough to realise the 
power they have at their disposal. We are as a race so asleep, and have been for so long, it may be that 
we never wake up. But, if we each choose to learn to make the right choices — one’s that are progressive 
for all, and help others to do so, we indeed have a chance to wake up and find our true potential beyond 
our current expectations or imagining.


Copyright KERN FROST 2019 

Written in deference to the structure of the white paper of Satoshi Nakamoto.





 


